Significant advances have taken place in recognizing property rights in areas occupied by local and indigenous communities, particularly in tropical forest areas known for their conservation value. As a result, complex mosaics of property rights are evolving whereas one observes both overlaps and mismatches between rights regulating land, ecosystems, and specific resources. Here, we analyze how overlapping property systems and related institutional arrangements affect the incentives to manage common property resources. In particular, we examine the case of the Afro-Brazilian (Quilombola) territories in the Atlantic Forest. We take a Social-Ecological Systems approach to examine the type and degree of overlaps and mismatches across three levels: territories (governance system), forest (resource system), and the Euterpe edulis palm tree (resource unit). We argue that the layered structure of property rights has diffused the sense of ownership of the resource without providing effective mechanisms for assuring compliance and monitoring of the resource.
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